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What are the different tank sizes for Printer Potty kits? I cleaned the pads, but my Epson still does not work! And it is also very interesting where to get a
compressor for the printer. Bought for the first time and it doesn't work. Thanks for the answer. Yuri CEO of Leshukonskoye PF Hello Yuri. Thank you for
your interest in our company and constructive answers to questions. The most frequently asked questions were sent by e-mail, so a large number of answers
will remain a mystery to us. We will definitely share with you information about new products and new services. We will be glad to see you in our stores. In

addition, we inform you that maintenance of Epson printers at a new price from October 1, 2009 is carried out at the following address: Yaroslavl,
Oktyabrya Avenue, 75, 1st floor, office 201. Sincerely, Zoya Specialist in working with customers If I have an old Epson copier, can it be fixed? Victor

General Director of the company "Buturlinovskaya PF", Tambov region, Butyrka Good morning! The population is mostly elderly, therefore, new printer
models running on the Microsoft Window OS are not suitable for all devices. But we will try to make a printer for you. To do this, first you need to call us at

(84852) 428568, 428961, 429770 and leave an application for a printer for the elderly at Lotoshinsky MFC. Our specialists will certainly contact you to
discuss and agree on terms and details. In most cases, we issue new models of printing devices to pensioners. Best regards, Zoya Company Special

Representative I'm 10 years old. Are there any restrictions on my age? Can I order a printer if I am over 13 years old? Otella General director of the
company "Obninsk KCCHK" Number in the Moscow register: 0015012 For the last 30 days, I have not paid for any services and have not made any

purchases. Can you please tell me if I can get the goods for free? Abid Accountant and director JSC "Kirovskiy Zavod" Moscow region, Kirovsky district,
Kirov
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